Open space desk booking
solutions are obsolete
with out the Instant Desk
Suite and the DeskPad.

Simple and elegant. Designed from
the ground up, this elegant technology
looks and feels like a piece of art.

Booking a space through
any platform is only one
part of the reservation
process. Now, with the
DeskPad, reserving,
locating, securing,

identifying and checking
into a desk is easier than
ever.
Instant Desk is designed
to mount on any surface
effortlessly, from solid
oak to glass desktops
without needing to
apply any damages or
permanent markings.
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MAKE YOUR WORKSPACE DIGITAL

MEASURE OCCUPANCY RATIO IN REALTIME

Find a free desk at any floor, and book it within
2 clicks via the Instant Booking web portal, a
GroomPad or Instant Mobile

When equipped with infared presence
sensors, the Instant Desk Suite can measure
and send real time data via SigFox or a LORA
network.

You can also scan QR codes assigned to a desk to
book it in a few seconds.

This allows you to measure the real time
occupancy ratio of desks, shared offices,
coworking spaces and meeting rooms.

CONFIRM BOOKINGS & MANAGE NO SHOWS
You can simply scan the on-desk QR code to confirm any
booking. Desk status will switch from green to red on all 3D
maps displayed on GroomPads and RoomPads as well as on
Instant Mobile.
In the case of infared presence sensors, you can simply sit at
any free desk and a booking is automatically acknowledged.
DeskPads are also equipped with a RFID reader, so you can
simply scan your ID card and authenticate your booking
immediately.
The Instant Desk Suite manages no-shows and automatically
releases the desk if the booking is not confirmed.

Book a desk or office whenever it’s free due to the
DeskPad touch screen.

